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The ux line lattie (FLL) of Type-II superondutors is a topi of muhreent interest. The FLL may be imaged diretly using small-angle neutronsattering (SANS). Sine subtle properties of the underlying superondut-ing state may be reeted in the orientation and shape of the FLL, and inthe ux line form fator, SANS studies of the FLL ontinue to both hallengeand propel our understanding of superondutivity.The objetives of this experiment are to develop a ursory omprehensionof what FLL studies entail. Without being too aught in the spei�s, itis also hoped the partiipant will attain a familiarity with the di�rationtehnique, essential for SANS studies of the FLL, but moreover very usefulfor neutron or X-ray explorations of other systems.We will �rst begin with an outline of superondutivity, desribing fun-damental theories and features that must be borne in mind throughout anyFLL study. In setion 2 we turn our attention to di�ration theory at alevel appropriate for our introdutory FLL experiment. With the aim ofproviding a handy referene for the reader, with the relevant ideas olletedin one plae, this seond setion takes rather a formal approah. The SANSinstrument and assoiated onsiderations are outlined in setion 3. Finallyin 4 the details are given of the superondutor (niobium) hosen for our in-trodutory experiment, and a list of several researh topis is proposed, anyone of whih an be readily investigated in the pedagogial beamtime avail-able. Throughout this treatise, questions may be disovered, to stimulatethe onsious reader.1 SuperondutivityIt is nearly a entury sine superondutivity was disovered in 1911 byKamerlingh-Onnes who observed an abrupt drop to zero of the resistivityof merury below T � 4K. It is just twenty or so years sine the high-Tsuperondutors were disovered: in 1986 by Bednorz and M�uller [1℄ in theLa-Ba-uprate system (T � 36K) and in the following year by Wu et al. [2℄in the Y-Ba-uprate (YBCO) system with a T � 93K. This temperature isaessible using liquid nitrogen, making YBCO today's superonduting starof laboratory demonstrations.Under the inuene of an applied magneti �eld, merury has quite di�er-ent superonduting properties from the uprates. Hg will expel from its bulkall applied �eld below H(T ) in an e�et ommonly aredited to Mei�ner,rather negleting his postdotoral ollaborator Ohsenfeld, following theirdisovery in 1933. In the uprates the perfet diamagnetism holds only be-low a lower ritial �eld H1(T ). Above this Meissner phase, but below the1



 (a) Mixed state in PbTl  (b) Intermediatemixed state in NbFigure 1: Pitures produed by Bitter deoration | where ferromagnetinanopartiles are absorbed onto the surfae of a superondutor | with�eld applied parallel to the rystal h100i diretion, from Obst [3℄.normal-superonduting transition at an upper ritial �eld H2(T ), the �eldpenetrates as lines of magneti ux with eah ux line arrying one quantumof ux �0 � h2e . Superondutors that exhibit this mixed state (Fig. 1(a))are designated as `Type-II', whereas those like Hg are `Type-I'.The interation between ux lines is usually repulsive at all spaings,though for ertain superondutors (suh as high-purity niobium) a long-range attrative FL interation just above H1(T ) may (depending on thesample shape) result in an intermediate mixed state omposed of Meissnerregions and regions of onstant ux density B0 (Fig. 1(b)).Q. Are the values of \indution" and \ux density" di�erent in the mixedstate ? What about in the intermediate mixed state ?In Fig. 2 we plot the phase diagram typial of a Type-II superondutorpossessing an intermediate mixed state.1.1 Phenomenologial TheoriesAt zero �eld, the normal to superonduting transition is seond order i.e. theorder parameter desribing the superondutivity goes ontinuously to zeroas T ! T. Thus, following the usual approah of Ginzburg and Landau, thefree energy may be expanded in powers of the order parameter. In his Nobelprize-winning work, Abrikosov showed that the lowest energy solution of theGinzburg-Landau equations for �elds H1 < H < H2 is indeed a lattie of2
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Figure 2: Diagram depiting the di�erent states present in high-purity nio-bium, as a funtion of temperature and �eld applied parallel to the fourfold[001℄ rystal axis. The upper ritial �eld H2(T ) is independent of sampleshape, sine at these �elds the sample magnetization is zero. However theapplied �eld below whih the intermediate mixed state is entered depends onthe sample shape via a demagnetization fator; here this line is representativeof a ylindrial sample.
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Figure 3: The order param-eter of the Abrikosov solu-tion to the Ginzburg-Landauequations, solved in the low-est Landau level approxima-tion.
ux lines [4℄, with the area A of one FLL unit ell satisfying the ondition�0 = BA (1)where B is the ux density and �0 � h2e = 2:07 � 10�15Tm2 is the uxquantum.Q. How does A hange as a funtion of applied �eld H for high-purityNb (.f. Fig. 2) ?Abrikosov further showed that the Ginzburg-Landau free energy is sen-sitive to the shape of the FLL, with the free energy density a monotoniallyinreasing funtion of the geometrial parameter �A. In the simplest | i.e.isotropi | ase, a square FLL oordination has �A = 1:18 while a hexag-onal oordination yields �A = 1:16. Thus the equilibrium FLL prefers anequilateral triangular half-unit ell in the isotropi situation (Fig. 3). It iseasy to envisage that underlying anisotropies of the superondutor an man-ifest themselves as equilibrium distortions from the equilateral triangle, or astransitions into other FLL strutures. In the high-T uprate superondu-tors (suh as YBCO), for example, a square FLL at high �elds is believed tostem from an asymmetri d-wave order parameter.Q. Can you guess what FLL strutures may give rise to the 2D di�rationimage on the over of this treatise ?In Fig. 4 the struture of an isolated ux line is illustrated. The oreof eah ux line is not superonduting | it is in the normal state. Thediagram illustrates the important parameters in superondutivity:� the Ginzburg-Landau oherene length � measures the distane overwhih the superonduting order parameter responds to a perturbation;� the London penetration depth �L is the harateristi length of thedeay of any �eld from a normal region, in this ase the ore of a uxline; 4
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Figure 4: Struture of an isolatedux line in a Type-II superon-dutor alulated using Ginzburg-Landau theory with � = 20. Go-ing outwards, the magneti �eld Hdereases with the penetrationdepth �L, while the order param-eter 	 is redued in a ore regionof radius �.� the Ginzburg-Landau parameter � whih is, roughly, the ratio �=�.The Ginzburg-Landau theory is only stritly valid in the region wherethe order parameter beomes vanishingly small i.e. at temperatures lose toT. In 1935, some sore years before the prime of Landau and Ginzburg, thebrothers F. and H. London proposed a phenomenologial desription of thesuperonduting state in the limit where all magneti �elds and superurrentsare weak and have a slow variation in spae. In this desription, a denselypaked array of ux lines is represented by two-dimensional delta funtionsin the London equationH+ �2Lr^r ^H = �0ẑXj Æ(r? �R?j ) (2)where the ux lines are direted along the z-axis and R?j is the position ofthe jth ux line in the (x; y) plane.It is easy to see that, if just one ux line is onsidered in (2), that the�eld deays exponentially away from the ore with harateristi length �L.In (2) one assumes that the ore of eah ux line has a vanishingly smallradius � ! 0 so that the orresponding singularity an be replaed by adelta funtion, and that the ontributions from isolated ux lines an besimply superimposed. These assumptions are aeptable if � � d � �Lwhere d is the spaing between ux lines. We will return to (2) in regard ofthe ux line form fator, a quantity measurable using SANS.
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2 Bragg di�rationWe start with the elasti di�erential ross-setion giving the probability ofneutrons sattering into a solid angle d
d�d
 = � mn2�~2�2 �����Z V̂ (r)ei�:r dr NXj ei�:Rj�����2 (3)where mn is the neutron mass, V̂ is the Fermi pseudo-potential that is de�ned(in the Born approximation) to give isotropi sattering from one of the Nsimilar satterers entred at Rj. � is known as the sattering vetor. Theseitaliised terms and (3) should already be familiar from the opening leturesof this summer shool. For the basi onepts of neutron sattering set in awider ontext, the keen reader is referred to Squires [5℄ and Lovesey [6℄.We see that (3) separates into a struture fatorS(�) � ����� NXj ei�:Rj�����2 (4)and a form fator FA(�) that is simply the Fourier transform of the potentialfor a single satterer FA(�) � mn2�~2 Z V̂ (r)ei�:r dr (5)2.1 An array of ux linesThe magneti moment operator for a neutron is � = ��N� where � isthe Pauli spin operator, the nulear magneton �N � e~2mp and the neutrongyromagneti ratio  = 1:913. The interation of a neutron with a magneti�eld H is desribed by the potential��:H = ��N�:HThe operator � depends on the spin oordinates of the neutron. With unpo-larised inident neutrons, H = jHj, and the elasti di�erential ross-setion(3) beomes d�d
 = � mn2�~2�2 2�2N ����Z H(r)ei�:r dr����2 S(�)= 216�20 ����Z H(r)ei�:r dr����2 S(�)sine �N ' e~2mn and the ux quantum �0 � h2e .6



 Figure 5: A perfet ux line lattie is shown in (a) viewed perpendiular tothe �eld diretion. The ores of the ux lines are shaded. The periodi �elddistribution leads to a two-dimensional array of spots in reiproal spae(b). These are swept through the Ewald sphere (that de�nes the lous ofpoints where the sattering is elasti) as the FLL is rotated. Reproduedfrom Huxley [7℄.2.2 A perfet ux line lattieHere we onsider the ux line lattie (FLL) as a regular arrangement of rigidstraight rods. The perfet arrangement in real spae leads to a 2D array ofspots in reiproal spae (Fig. 5). For a large (in�nite) rystal the struturefator (4) exhibits Æ-funtion peaks in the usual wayS(�) / Æ(��G)G is a reiproal lattie vetor of the FLL. We observe no elasti satteringunless the Bragg ondition � = G and the elasti ondition jkj = jk0j aresatis�ed, where k and k0 are the inident and sattered wave vetors respe-tively (note � � k � k0). These relations are ombined in a more familiarform of Bragg's law 2d sin �B = n�nwhere n 2 Z, d is the Bragg plane spaing, 2�B is the angle between inidentk and di�rated k0 neutrons, and �n is the neutron wavelength. For typialux line spaings d � 1000�A (Q. To what ux density would this orrespond? .f. (1)), and employing old neutrons (�n � 10�A), we �nd �B � 0:3Æ,perhaps not surprisingly favouring the use of a SANS instrument.2.3 The roking urveBy rotating the sample (and ryomagnet) through a Bragg peak (the \rokingurve") we ollet an integrated intensity IG that, when normalised to the7



inident neutron ux I0, yields an integrated reetivityRG � IGI0 = 216 �3nA2 sin 2�B tjhGj2 (6)where t is the illuminated sample thikness and A is the FLL unit ell area.The form fator hG is de�ned as the normalized Fourier transform of thetwo-dimensional �eld distribution for a single ux linehG = R H(r)eiG:r dr�0 (7)where �0 is the ux quantum.Q.What is the �eld dependene of hG as predited by the London equation(2) ?The integrated reetivity (6) is partiularly useful as it an be measuredin absolute units and is independent of the instrument resolution funtionand any small mosai spread arising from more than one FLL rystalliteexisting in di�erent regions of the sample.Although not as pleasing to the eye as FLL strutural studies, the uxline form fator may be of great onsequene as demonstrated in very reentwork [8℄ where an anomalous �eld dependene of the form fatormay indiatethe presene of a novel, inhomogeneous superonduting state known as theFulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovhinnikov state.3 SANS instrumentsA shemati of the general SANS instrument is shown in Fig. 6. At theNCNR, the two 30m SANS instruments (NG3-SANS and NG7-SANS) allowa neutron wavelength in the range 5{20�A, determined by the rotational speedof the veloity seletor. The wavelength spread an also be hanged by tiltingthe veloity seletor axis with respet to the beam diretion, though � 15%is typially used. For FLL studies, usually a small angular spread is a�etedby removing all 8 of the neutron guides. With this maximum ollimation, wealso have a hoie of soure apertures (plaed upstream of the ollimation),namely 1.43 m, 2.20 m or 3.81 m. Due to the small Bragg angles involved,the detetor is usually plaed as far downstream as possible.The simple geometry of a SANS experiment (Fig. 7) means that the in-strument resolution funtion an easily be alulated. Some insight an bederived into the instrument resolution, and moreover the long range stru-ture and degree of order of the FLL, by using a mathematially onvenientmodel in whih ontributions to the �nite width of observed di�ration spots8



 Figure 6: A shemati of a typial SANS instrument. An inoming neutronbeam with wavelength spread � 15% and small angular spread � 0:1Æ isprepared by a veloity seletor and a ollimation of up to 15m. A similardistane between the sample and the multidetetor allows the detetion ofneutrons sattered at small angles.are represented by Gaussians with similar standard deviations to the atualdistributions [9℄. These ontributions inlude the angular spread a of theinoming beam ki, the e�etive spread b of the Bragg plane angle away fromthe mean | in reiproal spae this is the angular spread of � in the sat-tering plane; the e�etive spread  of the Bragg angle �B i.e. the spread inthe magnitude of the sattering vetor j�j.The angular spread of the inoming beam is determined by the ollima-tion and a pair of apertures at either end. The soure aperture denotes theaperture losest to the neutron soure, while the de�ning or sample apertureis losest to the sample. Here we onsidering the soure and sample aperturesas thin slits of width so and sa respetively. The FWHM a is [10℄a ' 8><>: sol ; sol + ld � saldsa� 1l + 1ld� ; otherwise (8)Here l is the ollimating distane between the apertures and ld is the dis-tane from the sample aperture to the detetor. For irular apertures amore ompliated geometrial onstrution ontributes small orretions to(8) [10℄.With the geometry of Fig. 7, b is a measure of the orrelations along theux lines that give a �nite widthWL of the spot in reiproal spae parallel tothe �eld. b will in addition inlude any small mosai spread that ontributesto a resolvable Bragg peak. 9



 Figure 7: The experiment geometry usually hosen for FLL SANS experi-ments. A square FLL is illustrated in real and reiproal spae. Q. Howare the 2D real and reiproal spae latties related for a FLL of arbitraryshape ? Measurement of the angular width of the roking urves W! andthe radial Wr and azimuthal WA widths of a di�ration spot projeted onthe detetor allows estimation of the size of the spot in reiproal spae inthree dimensions; this may be expressed by variationWq in the length of thereiproal vetor G and widths of the spot in reiproal spae parallel WLand perpendiular W? to the �eld.
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The wavelength spread ��n=�n of the inoming beam plus the spreadWq = �G=G in spaing between FLL Bragg planes are ombined in � �B�2 = ���n�n �2 +W 2q (9)Here we will fous on the roking urve width W!. By integrating overthe distribution in di�rated beam as a funtion of roking angle !, one �ndsW 2! = a2 + b2 + 2 (10)For small angle sattering we see from (9) the spread  in Bragg angle issmall, even for the � 15% wavelength spread oming from a veloity seletor.This makes the typial SANS instrument employing a veloity seletor quiteinsensitive toWq. For the roking urve width (10) the instrument resolutionis essentially the angular spread of the inoming beam | typially � 0:1Æ.4 Introdutory experimentFor our pedagogial experiment, the FLL in high-purity elemental niobiumwill be examined. Nb has the following superonduting parameters:� T = 9:3K� � = 0:7� �0 = 390�AQ. For what �eld region, if any, is the London theory valid for this low-�superondutor ?Our sample will be a single-rystal Nb sphere of diameter � 13mm,mounted on a losed-yle refrigerator with a base temperature of 1.9K.The refrigerator and sample will be inserted into an eletromagnet, provid-ing �elds of up to 500mT applied parallel to the fourfold [001℄ axis of thebody-entred ubi niobium. The (H; T ) phase diagram for this situationis illustrated in Fig. 2. The FLL should be formed by applying the �eldat a temperature above T before ooling in the �eld. The sample, eletro-magnet and CCR are �xed onto a rotation stage whih, by suitable sansof the rotation angle, enables roking urves to be measured. Data analy-sis will be arried out using the Grasp pakage, illustrated in Fig. 8 to aidpre-experiment familiarity. Detailed help on this analysis pakage will beavailable at the instrument. 11



 

2D SANS detector image. 
At the centre, one can see the noise 
from the direct beam and the beamstop. 

Workspace entry. 
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backgrounds are 
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Sector averaging 
enables us to plot intensity as 
a function of scattering vector 
q for just one Bragg peak. 

Rapid curve fitting. 
Here we see the peak is at 
q = 0.00746 Å-1. Thus the 
flux density is 253 mT. 

Main Grasp window 

Detailed output window 

Figure 8: A typial example of the use of Grasp. Here the ux density of ahexagonal FLL is measured.
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Our treatise is onluded with a list of suggested topis, any one of whih(or more for the very keen) is suitable for the short summer-shool study.They are:� An investigation of FLL struture as a funtion of applied �eld inboth the mixed state and intermediate mixed state at base temper-ature (1.9K).� An investigation of FLL struture as a funtion of temperature at anapplied �eld of either i) 175mT (in the mixed state), ii) 100mT (on-entrating on the intermediate mixed state), iii) low applied �elds loseto T.� An investigation of the temperature dependene of B0, arried out ata suitable applied �eld (.f. Fig. 2).� A preise determination of the applied �eld at whih the intermedi-ate mixed state is entered for our spherial sample at some suitabletemperature (note Fig. 2 is representative of a ylindrial sample).� An exploration of the ux line form fator as a funtion of applied �eldin the mixed state at base temperature.� An exploration of the ux line form fator as a funtion of temperaturein the mixed state at an applied �eld of 175mT.It is left to eah summer-shool group to hoose and diret their study, butyour friendly instrument sientist will, as always, be on hand | so havefun !!Referenes[1℄ J. G. Bednorz and K. A. M�uller, Z. Phys. B 64, 189 (1986).[2℄ M. K. Wu, J. R. Ashburn, C. J. Torng, P. H. Hor, R. L. Meng, L. Gao,Z. J. Huang, Y. Q. Wang, and C. W. Chu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 58, 908(1987).[3℄ B. Obst, inAnisotropy e�ets in superondutors, edited by H. W. Weber(Plenum, New York, 1977), p. 139.[4℄ A. A. Abrikosov, Sov. Phys. JETP 5, 1174 (1957).13
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